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Heart of England Judges’ Virtual Tour
viewing work by Bloom volunteers to fight 
covid-19 pandemic, maintain the city in 
good order, and encourage citizens’ good 
cheer & mental health 

The renowned Knife Angel, a 27-foot, 
3.5-ton sculpture currently standing in 
front of Hereford Cathedral, is made from 
100,000 knives confiscated by police. 
Knife crime has killed thousands of 
young people. Its presence is to alert the 
community to the catastrophic impact of 
carrying knives. Organiser Alison Davies 
lost her son to the deadly knife crime now 
rife throughout the country.
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INTRODUCTION

The past 18 months have been unusual, to say the least.  
Accordingly, activity by our volunteers has been restricted 
by Government guidelines but, in spite of this we have 
maintained flower beds , planters, and baskets within the city.

New projects have been undertaken, such as reinventing of the 
beds outside Morrisons Supermarket opposite Hereford railway 
station; planting crocuses and bulbs on Aylestone Hill and 
Victoria Road; and continuing work to improve the Ledbury 
Road rose gardens, including several specimen trees funded by 
HIB. A change of direction within Herefordshire Council has 
resulted in greater co-operation with HIB, which has enabled 
us to get involved in more projects involving community and 
environmental matters – in particular, tree planting.

Thus, what started out twenty years ago as a group providing 
flowers has developed into a charity – not only maintaining 
and planting the city flower beds, but also providing practical 
advice on how to improving physical and mental health in the 
City while improving quality of life by greening and cleaning 
up the streets.

Finally, I would like to pay tribute to our patron, Clive 
Richards OBE KSG DL, who sadly passed away earlier this 
year. His advice and help over the years will be greatly missed. 
We are delighted that his wife, Sylvia Richards, has accepted 
our invitation to be Patron.

Kevin Knipe
Chairman
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HORTICULTURAL NOTES 
2019 – 2021

It’s been a challenging couple of years under covid restrictions, 
but nevertheless we have undertaken new projects throughout 
Hereford and made a difference in many areas.

These projects include:

• Morrisons Beds  Details of this project opposite Hereford 
railway station are given separately because this has been our 
main project.

• Ledbury Road Arboretum  We planted a group of over 20 
trees on a green sward  along a main road into Hereford that 
previously had no trees. Trees included limes, maples, silver 
birch, Liriodendron, and more. The arboretum was planted in 
cooperation with Tupsley WI, which raised funds to purchase 
the trees.

• Central Avenue Trees  For this project, HIB cooperated with 
Central Avenue residents and Balfour Beatty Living Places 
(BBLP) in planting some 30 trees where an avenue of trees 
had been lost. Trees included Malus, Sorbus, Birch, Ginkgo, 
and Pyrus chanticleer. This project was completed entirely by 
volunteers in just one day.

• Bulb Planting  Over the past two years HIB volunteers 
planted some 20,000 bulbs on verges and banks throughout 
Hereford. Varieties of narcissus, crocus, and tulips were 
planted in drifts. Their flowering made a major impact during 
the spring of each year, brightening the city with colour and 
brightening the spirits of all who saw them.

• City Centre Planted Beds  A decision was made in 
2019 that HiB would place sustainable plants in larger 
beds, moving away from traditional bedding plants. This 
decision saved money, put less pressure on our volunteers, 
and made ecological sense. This has proved a worthwhile 
exercise, achieving all three goals while continuing to 
enhance the cityscape.

• Portable Three-Tier Planters & Hanging Baskets  Owing 
to covid restrictions that affected planting and watering, 
these were not used during 2020. However, in early June 
2021 we filled them all. The three-tier planters were filled in 
situe by our bedding supplier, Chamberlain Nurseries in 
Newent – and thanks to the plants being further advanced 
before being placed in position, the three-tier planters look 
their best. Another 300 hanging baskets were provided to 
local businesses by the BID team. Finally, a new initiative by 
Herefordshire Council brought 40 huge containers into High 
Town and the main roads leading into it, each holding a tree 
& plants and each with attached seating. The combined result 
of the group efforts produced colour that has really lifted the 
City, reflected in smiles and a real buzz in the town centre. 

As the world returns to normal post-covid, I see a bright 
future for HIB projects throughout the City and a bright 
future for Hereford.
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EYESORE BECOMES WELCOME

Hereford in Bloom’s biggest success during the Covid19 
pandemic was rescuing three large beds opposite the railway 
station. The beds had been filled with shrubs planted by 
Herefordshire Council when a new link road was built. 
Unfortunately, the council contractor did not water them 
during a heatwave and the young shrubs died, to be replaced 
with weeds. Not a friendly welcome to the thousands of 
visitors arriving at the station!

Bloom volunteers stepped in, spending over 200 working 
hours clearing weeds, laying material to prevent weed 
growth, and planting some 400 classic new shrubs funded  
by Hereford City Council. The team maintains the beds, and 
HIB’s own contractor keeps them well watered.

Planting took place as the new student housing in the 
background was under construction. In the background of later 
photographs taken to show the beds in place and growing, work 
suspended over the pandemic progress had resumed. 

What had become an eyesore in a key area of Hereford was 
transformed into a wonderful welcome to this historic city 
and its well- kept, colourful flower beds and planters around 
the city cared for by Hereford in Bloom. When inspecting 
the restored beds, the Mayor, Cllr Kath Hey, said, “The City 
Council is very happy to support the exceptional work of 
Hereford in Bloom. The volunteers working on the rescue 
operation showed an inspiring commitment to keeping the 
city environment in its prime.”



The horticultural exercise, planting a wide selection of the 
finest shrubs was the best ever undertaken by HIB. People 
coming from the railway station stopped to praise the 
volunteer team for doing a great job.

A huge new apartment block stands next to the railway 
station and overlooks the trio of beds opposite. This block 
will house several hundred students, soon to arriving at 
NMITE, Hereford’s new, revolutionary-model university in 
engineering and technology. The newly planted beds will 
welcome the young students emerge from the station or their 
accommodation, getting them off to a good start.

5
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TREE PLANTING 

While observing covid restrictions, a socially distanced 
‘collective’ of tree wardens and Hereford in Bloom volunteers 
had their busiest winter yet planting trees  to increase the 
city’s green corridors, especially in built-up areas  where 
wildlife needs all the connective help it can get.

Trees planted to replenish Central Avenue and adjacent 
streets included ornamental pear, sorbus, malus, small-leaf 
lime, and ginkgoes. Six more pear – Pyrus Chanticleer, which 
make excellent small street trees – were planted for St Thomas 
Cantilupe Primary School on Coningsby Street. The Ledbury 
Road rose garden received five trees, including a very special 
Indian Bean memorial tree from Herefordshire Council’s 
special offer of a free tree to city residents

Park Street is earning a reputation as planters, with a mini 
orchard of a dozen apple varieties, a mixed species hedge, and 
what will become a mini wildflower meadow in time. The local 
community and the city youth council, supported by Verging 
on Wild, did the planting. Away from the city centre, 10 black 
poplar truncheons planted on the banks of the River Wye by 
the tree wardens are making good progress. So too, is a newly 
planted group of black poplar, sweet birch, acer and sorbus  
alongside the Yazor Brook. A second plantation of mixed 
native trees will be planted by the Yazor this winter.

More trees have been planted elsewhere.  Alongside the 
ancient city wall and police headquarters, overgrown foliage 
was cleared away and replaced with 30 crab apple trees by 
Hereford BID, helped by Hereford in Bloom and Hereford 
Clean-up group. The Mayor Cllr Kath Hey planted the 
first tree. On the Ledbury Road Tupsley WI celebrated its 
centenary by sponsoring an avenue of trees along a sward of 
grass– planted by the tree wardens.

Thanks to Herefordshire Council’s excellent ‘500 free trees’ 
offer to city residents in spring 2021 and its impressive new 
trees in High Town planters, there is much to celebrate in 
collective efforts to ‘green the city.’ Long may it continue!
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GREEN BUZZ IN CITY CENTRE

High Town and the four streets leading into the very heart of 
the city now has a large collection of superb trees in 40 huge 
planters surrounded by seating. This is part of Herefordshire 
Council’s £100,000 project to create and enhance green 
space. Flowers and shrubs surround the tree trunks. The 
well-matured trees could not be planted in the ground 
because of the large number of public service cables and 
pipes underground. 

The planters provide a visual amenity and brighten 
the cityscape for visitors – a major addition to the local 
environment. The trees will improve air quality and 
biodiversity. The initiative makes the city centre a place 
where people want to stay longer, enjoy leisure time, and 
support the economic recovery of shops and businesses. 

No sooner were the planters with seats installed than they 
instantly acquired people sitting – to rest, to chat, to enjoy 
being out in public after months of lockdown. The good 
cheer and lifted spirits were visible, as High Town filled with 
murmuring voices and laughter.

 To create more space for pedestrians social distancing, the 
council also placed shrub-filled wooden half- barrels between 
road and pavement on Broad Street, King Street, and Bridge 
Street. In an expanding tree project the council offered 
500 trees, one free to each city resident. Hereford in Bloom 
received four trees for its Ledbury Road rose garden. 
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LEDBURY ROAD ROSE GARDENS

Ledbury Road Rose Gardens have been an open space in 
Hereford for many years after the Local Authority Central 
Nursery closed, eventually being developed into the gardens 
for a Care Village, i.e., older citizens’ accommodation.

As a group Bloom has been tending the established beds 
for a number of years now. This continued despite the 
pandemic.  The extensive beds require a lot of man and 
woman hours to keep them up to scratch.

In addition to the ongoing work to keep the rose beds as 
weed free as possible, this year we have been planting trees, 
some of which were donated by Hereford City Council – 
including Betula, Malus, Magnolia, Acer, and Sorbus. We 
have also planted a Catalpa, a gift from one of our earliest 
supporters. Within a few years these trees will grow to make 
a marvellous addition to the existing gardens.

Next year the project will include an attempt to clear and 
replant, where necessary, the long bed divides the rose 
gardens from buildings of the accommodation.  This major 
work led by Mo Burns and Richard Fishborne will greatly 
enhance this natural backdrop.

The grass and lawns are mown by the Local Authority. 
Neighbouring volunteers help to keep the gardens as clear 
as possible of cans and bottles dropped by drinkers of all 
ages relaxing in the gardens at night.

The gardens are subject to flooding from the brook that runs 
at its edge. Although floods rarely cause major concern, the 
rose gardens are unlikely to be built on. This means that 
the site should remain as a garden in perpetuity, making 
Ledbury Road rose gardens an ideal long-term project.

We hope to continue our care of this attractive area for the 
future, depending on how many volunteers can help.
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BLACKFRIARS ROSE GARDENS

Revival of Blackfriars Rose Gardens began in September 2017, 
when some twenty volunteers met to view the weed-covered 
beds in which some blooms could still be seen. Weeds were 
cleared to reveal fewer than half the roses survived. Since then, 
volunteers have gathered to hard prune, weed,  dry & wet feed, 
spread well-rotted horse manure, and replant all 28 beds. 

Teams include young people from Close House, which 
provides activities for teenagers; HVOSS, which helps 
vulnerable adults find creative activities; and a troop of Cub 
scouts who planted bulbs to bring colour from January to 
late April.  All have reported to supervisors and relatives that 
gardening was enjoyable. Covid restrictions suspended these 
group work days, but they’ll be back.

Luckily, a group dry fed the roses a week before Lockdown 
1 began. Hard pruning was planned for two days before 
Lockdown 2, very tight timing to complete the job. When 
volunteer gardeners from the Cathedral heard expert pruners 
were needed, half a dozen came to help. Enough roses were 
still blooming to allow us to take a dozen bouquets of roses to 
people isolating or shielding.

Over the last 16 months, a handful of individuals living nearby 
have worked alone or in distant beds – weeding, feeding, 
hoeing, and deadheading. The rose gardens provided much-
needed green space for people in the neighbourhood, both for 
exercise and for contemplation. This respite was much needed 
to maintain morale and mental health.

With no team workdays possible, plans to plant the new 
shrubbery were postponed from autumn 2020 to spring 
2021, then to autumn 2021. The same constraints delayed 
hard pruning the line of old shrubs from the entrance gate. 
Nonetheless, the wildlife corridor behind the old shrubs 
is in use. Besides a variety of shrubs blooming in turn 
from spring into autumn, plantings around the perimeters 
attract bees and numerous other insects – as of course, do 
the roses themselves. 
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CITY CENTRE BEDS

Hereford in Bloom relies entirely on volunteers. We have 
a strong committee membership organising everything 
from raising funds to pay the bills, choosing and ordering 
thousands of plants, planting them and keeping the beds and 
planters in good shape, coming up with ideas for new projects, 
and hiring a contractor to water the beds, hanging baskets, 
and planters. But HIB’s success depends on the willingness of 
a small army of volunteers, mostly ladies, prepared to join us 
regularly for a morning’s gardening. Without them Hereford 
would be a grim sight.

Other volunteers devote a morning each week to planting 
the city centre beds and planters in spring, then weeding 
and pruning them through the summer. Many beds need 
winter maintenance as well, so it is a year-round commitment. 
Photographs show some of the volunteers busy sprucing up 
the beds, planters and other features.

Bigger projects, such as keeping up the Ledbury Road rose 
garden, require many hours. Rescuing the abandoned three 
beds opposite the railway station was a real challenge for 
the volunteers, initially consuming over 200 hours. Now 
those beds have been added to the list of places to be 
maintained regularly.
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COMMUNITY CLEAN UP

Hereford Community Clean Up Group was set up in August 
2017 to help tidy Hereford.  Since then dedicated volunteers 
have worked tirelessly to remove litter. We have picked 
up thousands of bags of rubbish all around Hereford and 
conducted hundreds of events, including days to clean the 
River Wye, brooks, parks, carparks, and verges. As well as 
litter picking, we conduct events to raise awareness of the 
consequences litter can have on the environment and wildlife.

Over the difficult months when group events were restricted, 
individuals have used their daily exercise to look after their 
local area. We are now seeing a considerable reduction of 
litter. We have been encouraged by the impact pf our efforts 
– the improvements in the cleanliness of our city has been 
amazing. Recently, we ran a cigarette butt event in which we 
circled all butts in High Town with chalk to highlight the 
problem. To follow up, on another day we collected butts – 
thousands in just two hours!

In addition to litter picking, some of our volunteers join 
Hereford in Bloom to plant, weed, and maintain the flowers 
beds and borders in the city centre. We coordinate events to 
inform volunteers where we will be working and what we will 
be doing. Despite following covid restrictions, we managed 
to plant the beds outside Morrisons that greet visitors to 
Hereford as they exit the railway station. These beds will 
also brighten the area around the new housing outside the 
station for students of Hereford Art College and the new 
university, NMITE.

Besides helping maintain the beds, pots, and borders in King 
Street, St Peters Square, and the Ledbury Road Rose Gardens, 
last autumn we spent several weeks planting bulbs along the 
banks on Three Elms Road and Victoria Street. The colourful 
spring flowers cheer visitors and residents of Hereford alike. 
We’ll continue planting bulbs this autumn. All our volunteers 
find gardening in this way very enjoyable – great for social 
meeting and for mental and physical health. 
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LEDBURY ROAD

A delightful miniature wildflower garden flourishes on the 
corner of Eign Road joining Ledbury Road, thanks to the 
care of Nana Fletcher and other neighbours. Many a driver 
and walker enjoys this bright garden while waiting for a 
break in traffic.

Farther up Ledbury Road, Monica Downs and her team 
of three have turned the Ledbury Road roundabout into 
something very special that changes with the season – this 
summer, with bees.  

They also care for the Welcome to Hereford hedge sign 
and the Hereford signature in hedging farther up Ledbury 
Road. For many years, the hedge sign has welcomed 
all who arrive in Hereford on the Ledbury Road, but it 
is meaningless when overgrown. Keeping it trim is a 
challenge they tackle with energy. 

However, the roundabout with its fun displays attracts the 
most attention – it is the pride of the whole community.  
Monica said, “We like to plant in an eco-sustainable way that 
encourages wildlife and pollination. We use the same eco 
principles in decorating materials – i.e., reusing and recycling. 
It has been an incredible journey. Organic beginnings are 
often the best. Making people smile is simply a privilege.”
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HORTICULTURAL TRAINING CENTRE

For forty years, Hereford has had the benefit of a horticultural 
training garden, set up especially for people 18 to 60 with 
health issues that make it difficult to find paid work. For most 
of those attending daily, the charity Aspire site on Widemarsh 
Common is treated as work without pay, an opportunity to 
spend time with fellow individuals with disabilities while 
enjoying gardening.  The experience enables some go on to 
find jobs as gardeners.

Aspire runs a café that uses much of the vegetables and herbs 
grown the market garden alongside in it. Newly built modern 
tunnels have replaced ones falling apart after many years 
of service. There are also planters for herbs, several outdoor 
beds, and a small orchard. The workers can buy what they 
have produced to take home for their families, and the public 
can pop in to buy fresh veg. The latest addition to the outdoor 
seating area is a barbecue with a pizza oven donated by B&Q.

Manager of the horticultural centre for 12 years, Des Wood is 
dedicated to his job. We could not photograph the gardeners, 
but Des is the man in one of the tunnels and by the barbecue.
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THE PEOPLE’S PARK

Belmont Haywood Country Park, opened to the public in 2013, 
has become known as  ’The People’s Park’, maintained by 
volunteers.  The 18-acre site includes two woodlands on the 
edge of a housing development. Once privately owned, it was 
not open to the public until Herefordshire Council bought it. 
Phil Edwards, the local councillor at the time, fought long and 
hard to get the land opened to the community.

After this was achieved Phil became Mayor of Hereford and 
set up the Country Park supporters group of volunteers to 
look after it.  The results have been spectacular. The latest 
project has been a boardwalk around the western side of 
Belmont Pool to complete a circular walking route. There is 
ample space for family recreation, but most of the park is left 
to nature for flora and fauna to thrive.

To follow pandemic guidelines, footpaths were widened and 
‘lay-bys’ created to provide for social distancing. Timber from 
the woodlands is put to good use for a bridge crossing a 
stream and display cabinets with maps of the park and what 
to look out for in each season. Approximately 600 hours of 
voluntary work, such as mowing and other projects, were 
completed in the last 12 months with Phil still at the helm, a 
classic example of community service and leadership.

Wildlife in Belmont. In the old days the monks at nearby 
Belmont Abbey dug a huge pond to provide fish for their 
dinner – now Belmont Pool.  From the new boardwalk, 
Phil Edwards looks out over the pond full of swans, ducks 
and wildfowl – even terrapins. The pond has made the 
People’s Park a habitat for wildlife as well as for vast areas 
of wildflowers. Three individual notices in a display cabinet 
illustrate wildlife for visitors, especially children, so that they 
can look for and identify what they see in the park.
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SAXON HALL COMMUNITY GARDEN

This piece of land was once part of the SAS regiment’s 
army camp until it moved out of the city to a former RAF 
base. Today it is a vast housing estate, but the SAS chapel 
and its surrounds were given to Putson Parish Council, to 
be converted into Saxon Hall, a community centre and an 
outstanding garden plus children’s play area. Saxon Hall itself 
is currently a very busy NHS vaccine centre.

One man who has been at the forefront creating the 
community garden is Aubrey Olliver, now in his 80’s but 
working as hard as ever.  He trained as a Horticulturist but 
changed his mind and became an accountant. Luckily for 
Hereford he lives next door to Saxon Hall. The tunnel and 
beds are full of vegetables. A Sensory Garden filled with 
wonderful plants chosen by Aubrey is a superb feature. A well-
designed children’s play den is used by local nursery schools. 
Army veterans (many of whom served in the SAS) have 
created their own garden as a memorial to friends lost.

Aubrey plans to install a statue in the garden as a special 
feature (not one directly linked to horticulture). He is also 
seeking a few more volunteers besides the two who currently 
help him.
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MASTER-PLAN FOR A 
STRONGER HEREFORD

As a small city, Hereford qualified for Government’s 
‘Stronger Town Fund’ and was one of 100 towns in the UK 
chosen to get a £22m share. The funds will be used by 
Herefordshire Council to create 15 projects chosen by nine 
individuals from the community appointed as the Hereford 
Stronger Board. The grant will have a major impact on the 
city and its future generations.

The aim of the Stronger Town Fund is to help grow local 
economies, carving out opportunities to reshape the look 
and feel of towns, improving skills, and creating new jobs. 
‘Greening’ the city is also an objective.  These are the 15 
projects for Hereford:

• Plan to divert food waste from landfill and turn it into a 
resource to benefit the city

• Establish an electric bus service to serve the city

• Improve the city’s appearance – a project Hereford in Bloom 
is already working on

• The creation of a Work Skills Hub to overcome the skills gap

• Expand the School of Creative Digital Futures at Hereford 
Art College  

• Relocate the City Library to evolve into a resource centre

• Create new facilities at the Holmer sports hub

• Refurbish the Castle Green Pavilion as a community centre

• Develop the City Museum to world class

• Contemporary art on the new student accommodation 
beside the railway station

• Provide a community music venue

• Establish a centre for culture and the creative industries

• Extend opportunities at the Digital Culture Hub at Hereford 
Art College

• Develop the River Wye infrastructure

• Provide a community centre to revitalise Newton Farm estate
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